
  
 

 

 
 
 
March 27, 2020 
 
Dear CCS Family Members, 
 
I hope you are well and managing the stress of the times we are in.  What a beautiful day for everyone today!  I have 

a few important announcements that you will need to know, relating to the COVID-19 school closure efforts, but 

also the Governor’s announcement from today. 

We have learned today that school closure will now officially (by Governor’s order) continue through, and 

including April 14 with a return to school on April 15.  Unfortunately, the language in Governor Cuomo’s order 

makes it clear that instruction must continue through this period, and that all vacation days and emergency days 

must be used.  This is an important note that will affect spring recess plans you may have had. 

Clear direction for moving forward regarding instruction will be forthcoming.  We call this next phase “Academic 

Continuity Plan.”  The expectation is that we will have a good, realistic and flexible plan for learning that will serve 

the needs of all of our students and maximize the talents and capabilities of our teachers.  This plan will be 

communicated to both faculty and families through principals and next week. 

I want to encourage families needing meals to call Melissa Rathbun at 547-2820.  Meals at this time are no cost and 

fully reimbursable to the district for our students – this is an important change. 

Please check your Spam or Junk mail for important messages or announcements, as I have heard that some 

communications are not making it to families.  We are sending communication through email blast, Facebook, 

Twitter, and our website. 

As we go into the weekend, I can tell you that we are all missing school right now, and we especially miss our 

students.  Thank you for your patience and understanding, as well as all you’re doing to cope with the stress that 

everyone is under.  We are responding as a community to a situation that continues to wear on us due to many 

unknowns and shortcomings.  We will improve, come through it all stronger and more acutely aware of the beauty 

and blessings around us. 

Sincerely, 

Yours Very Truly, 
 
 
Dr. C 
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